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IntroductionIntroduction

Configuration and EnvironmentConfiguration and Environment
LoggingLogging
–– And its bugsAnd its bugs

CERNCERN
RALRAL
–– SRM1SRM1
–– Proposed SRM2Proposed SRM2



Configuration and Configuration and 
EnvironmentEnvironment

SRMSRM PINTIMEPINTIME 8640086400
–– Default hardDefault hard--coded 86400coded 86400
–– SRM2.conf entrySRM2.conf entry
–– Environment SRM_PINTIMEEnvironment SRM_PINTIME

True for most SRM <x> entriesTrue for most SRM <x> entries
Not sure about daemon (check with Not sure about daemon (check with 
Giuseppe)Giuseppe)
Example Example configconfig file comes with same file comes with same 
defaults as code.defaults as code.



LoggingLogging

Uses DLFUses DLF
Currently method entries logged, Currently method entries logged, 
stager queries and errorsstager queries and errors
–– Needs expandingNeeds expanding

Client connectionClient connection
Input ParametersInput Parameters
Status checks?Status checks?



ProblemsProblems

Not all log entries appearNot all log entries appear
–– E.g. E.g. srmMkdirsrmMkdir

dlfdlf logging in code logging in code ……
……but no entries in but no entries in dlfdlf
? Logging as user vs. root?? Logging as user vs. root?

Currently Currently dritingdriting not efficient for not efficient for 
searchingsearching
–– Need to work closer with DennisNeed to work closer with Dennis



SRMSRM--2 at CERN2 at CERN

Three server instancesThree server instances
–– Load balancedLoad balanced

Three daemon nodesThree daemon nodes
–– Currently only 1 Currently only 1 ‘‘livelive’’
–– Will only ever be 1 NOTIFYHOSTWill only ever be 1 NOTIFYHOST

Single database instance Single database instance 
–– Shared with stager on c2testShared with stager on c2test

Light loadLight load

c2public stager, disk server and service classc2public stager, disk server and service class
–– dteamdteam, default, default
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SRMSRM--1 @ RAL1 @ RAL

Three SRM nodesThree SRM nodes
–– One for each service classOne for each service class

Disk1tape1, etc, etcDisk1tape1, etc, etc……..

–– Single CASTOR instanceSingle CASTOR instance
–– See ChrisSee Chris’’ slides for more infoslides for more info……

Three endThree end--pointspoints



SRMSRM--2 at RAL2 at RAL

Single SRM instanceSingle SRM instance
–– Assigned to test setupAssigned to test setup

NOTE: test setup completely standNOTE: test setup completely stand--alone, no alone, no 
shared components with production systemshared components with production system

–– Three service classesThree service classes

Will move to 3 when goes to Will move to 3 when goes to 
productionproduction


